Pathway: Inspire
The RESPECT curriculum is a 2 year course which enables students to understand and experience the world around them. They will cover several topics
under the themes of PSHE, Citizenship and Religious Education.
Course Outline
Year 10



Difference and Diversity—pupils will study diversity within their communities and recognising
individuality. This includes the topics of Martin Luther King His Beliefs and Values and Anne
Frank – Holocaust



Sex and Relationships—topics covered Sexual intercourse, STI’s, contraception, consent and
body image



Financial Capability—topics covered Budgeting, Banking, Loans and Debt in addition to this
Barclays Lifeskills workshops.



British Values / Government—topics covered Democracy, The rule of law, Individual liberty,
Mutual respect tolerance of those of different faiths and beliefs.



Drugs Alcohol and Consequences on Young people—topics covered Peer pressure, Consequences, Law and Risk.



Careers—topics covered College and Post 16 Provision, CV, Personal Skills and Qualities, Interview Techniques, Connexions - workshop.

Year 11



Difference and Diversity—topics covered Sophie Lancaster Trust, Racism/Homosexuality, Hate/
Mate Crime, Cultural Awareness Visits, Islam, Christianity and Judaism.



SRE - topics covered—Relationships, Sexual Intercourse (law & development), STI’s, Contraception , Body Image/Respect, Parenting skills, Visit to Brooks



Financial Awareness topics covered—Life Skills with Barclays Bank, Home/saving for the future
Money skills, Bank visit



Bereavement—topics covered Beliefs and Values, Morals and Values, Death and sympathy
Burial rights within Religions, Pro - Life



Drugs, Alcohol and Risk—topics covered Media and social pressure, Risk and health factor



Social Behaviour and the Law—topics covered Anti-Social behaviour, Gangs, Crime and the
law – Court Visit

This is not an accredited course however, it provides pupils with a wider knowledge of the world and
prepares them for adulthood.

Pathway: B
Qualification: AQA Pre-Entry Level Unit Award Scheme
Course outline:
The AQA Unit Award Scheme is a scheme by which to record
achievement

. It offers everyone the opportunity

to

have their

achievements formally recognised - no matter what this is, how old they
are, how long it takes or how small the learning step might be. Pupils will
study a variety of units including; separation techniques and materials
which allow them to investigate using practical work and environmental

units which give pupils an opportunity to study the living world around
them . This variety of units allows pupils to take part in a range of science
experiments and develop skills through multi-sensory activities.

Assessment:
Evidence folders will be compiled throughout the units using photographs,

witness statements and pupils work.

